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Book Review

Bronwen Neil, Dreams and Divination from Byzantium to Baghdad,
400–1000 CE, Oxford Studies in the Abrahamic Religions. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2021, pp. xiv + 230, ISBN: 978-0-19887114-9 (hbk). $85.
The literature of dreams and visions in religious settings is overwhelmingly rich and continues to expand. The same goes for the academic
exploration of these phenomena within Christianity, Islam and Judaism,
studied through various lenses, such as cognitive, hermeneutical, historical, philosophical, political and religious. Bronwen Neil herself has
written extensively on relevant topics. My prior awareness of her work
has not prepared me, however, for the pleasant surprise I experienced
upon reading her excellent new book.
Indeed, while Dreams and Divination from Byzantium to Baghdad continues Neil’s earlier research on dreaming and related matters—by mapping new sources and thematic avenues—this magnificent monograph
intersects with another of her interests, gender studies. Neil has already
published on late antique and medieval views of gender. Accordingly,
in her new monograph she refers to female dreamers, the significance
of feminine images appearing in dreams, and holy women as interpreters of dreams and visions (pp. 3–6, 18–19, 24–38, 77–80 etc.). At this
juncture, she makes recourse to yet another of her interests, holiness,
where she likewise has written extensively. No wonder, therefore, her
consistent reference in the work under consideration to the role ascribed
to gender issues, especially but not exclusively in regard to feminine
profiles, within the literary landscape of dream and divination from the
fifth to the eleventh century CE. No wonder, furthermore, her important discussions regarding what can be called a dialectical movement
from holy people to trained interpreters to the average person, and back
again, when it comes to dreamers, dreams, visions, and their interpretation (see pp. 134–50).
Neil emphasizes the role played by women, especially saintly ones, in
dream interpretation and divination more broadly—despite that, within
the cultures she considers—Christian, Islamic and Judaic—the situation
of women remained problematic throughout the timeframe of interest.
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As an indicator of this situation, the author brings to the fore the bias
of those societies, for which the feminine images that populated the
dreamworld embodied carnal temptation (pp. 105, 107, 111, 117, 132).
Nevertheless, dreams and divination also made possible the affirmation
of holy women, whose authority was impactful (pp. 4, 21, 74, 80). All
three societies nurtured various degrees of apprehension in regard to
womanhood and at the same time cherished the spiritual authority of
holy women.
Neil’s monograph crosses many cultural, spiritual and religious territories. It vividly depicts real and dreaming worlds. It tackles the status of
men and women in regard to dreams, visions and divination. It considers holiness, politics and everyday life. But the multicultural framework
where she discusses the above topics renders this investigation relevant
beyond the scope of dreams and divination. It explores—roughly—six
centuries of cultural evolutions within Christianity, Islam and Judaism.
It reconstructs these worlds in minute detail, addressing similarities and
dissimilarities. They are all Abrahamic cultures, and hold much in common, but they do so differently, conditioned as they are by their theologies. However, as Neil asserts, these theologies cannot be dissociated
from the complex spiritual, social, historical and cultural contexts of
their birth. The same contexts conditioned the significance of dreams,
the credibility of the dreamers, the authority of the interpreters, and the
politics associated with them.
As Neil highlights, the three cultures of interest produced a literature
of dreaming and divination for the everyday life of the average person.
It was also written for purely political goals, to assert the legitimacy of
rulers (pp. 80, 120, 157, 179), the prestige of interpreters, the necessity
of radical decisions, and the justness of courses of action, whether these
concerned war or peace (pp. 56–57, 126, 171).
All these elements paint the image of a complex world, multiply connected, regardless of how these cultures understood themselves and one
another. And, as the epilogue highlights, the problematics and the phenomena briefly described here never faded away, at least not completely,
even though sometimes they survived under different guises. Dreams
still have power over diverse populations, especially Christian and
Islamic, shaping daily rhythms. Dreams still have a hold on people’s will
to wage war and to seek peace. Dream divination has never disappeared
from the spaces where these cultures are dominant. By connecting these
cultures, their worldviews and practices, Neil’s book makes for an excellent piece of interdisciplinary and intercultural research whose impact
exceeds the academia, providing deep insights into the world we live
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in. By unveiling the roots of these worldviews and practices, her monograph, therefore, does more than fill a gap in the literature; it advances
our grasp of the things we see happening in the world.
I wholeheartedly recommend this monograph to scholars and students of the Abrahamic religions, of dream and divination, and to whoever seeks to understand the world in which we live.

Doru Costache
Sydney College of Divinity
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